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TABLES

Tables fall under the same category as seating when it
comes to providing a brochure that covers everything
available. With that in mind, this brochure provides a
sampling of the different styles and materials available.

We are finding that today’s library is looking for more of a
mix of materials; i.e. wood/metal, wood/3form, metal
legs/laminate top, but the traditional wood table is also still
highly regarded.

Because of the flexibility required by today’s library, more
and more tables are being done on casters and with the
ability to easily nest and fold.

The purpose of this brochure is to touch on the most popular
items available, but if you do not find exactly what you are
looking for, please contact us. We are confident we have
the product to fulfill your needs.
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Muzo’s Kite tables allow for a vast number
of configurations.
Kite is more than a table system, it is a
tool. You can add tables to expand
when needed, rearrange them in seconds
whenever called for and efficiently
store/nest them when required.
Kite tables provide 30” of personal space
no matter which layout you create and
their patented design even levels tables
on un-even floors.

MuzoFolding/Nesting
Kite



Folding/Nesting

It’s as easy as 1, 2, 3
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Kite tables feature Muzo’s
patented Jewel caster,
the only caster developed
for an agile workplace.
This caster ensures that
the table is as stable as a
fixed frame table when
locked and prevents the
need for linking devices.
The Jewel caster ensures
fluid transit and keeps the
top of your footwear
clean thanks to the
locking pad.

The Kite table is also available in
a tall (standing height) version.

By implementing Kite’s Kite shaped table,
rectangular table and semi-circle table,
these are just some of the various
configurations that can be accomplished.
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Quickly and easily create table formations with
Mini Mobile.
Mini Mobile is perfect for classroom and learning
environments.

Mini Mobile

Folding/Nesting

Writable surfaces encourage social
interaction, team working and a creative,
no fear learning culture.
Writable tops are available on all Kite,
Versatilis, Mini Mobile and Wave tables.
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Of course, there are many other types of
folding/nesting tables available. Please contact
us and we will be happy to talk with you to determine what table best fits your
needs and budget.

Folding/Nesting



Not all library tables need to be your standard
wood leg table. Add an industrial influence and

a contemporary twist with tapered metal or wood legs or a wood cylinder insert.
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Contemporary



ContemporaryWhat is more contemporary than a table with a
translucent resin top?  These great tables come 
short, tall, circular, square or rectangular keeping it simple and clean
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With so many leg styles available, metal leg  
tables can work in any environment. Add 

optional electric, modesty panels, casters or dividers to create individual work 
areas with a single table.

Metal Base
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Metal Base
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Metal Base
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Metal Base
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Wood Base Nothing provides more warmth in a library than
wood and wood base tables do not have to be

your typical straight four-leg table. Tables can be panel base or have tapered,
bent or have mission detail. Add a steel boot or even casters to give this traditional
style table a more modern look



Wood Base
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Wood Base



Specialty Tables
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Specialty tables can be a collaboration table, a
fun whiteboard table or an interactive work space.
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Makerspaces are as unique as the places they are
used and therefore must be flexible and

configurable to accommodate the demanding needs of these creative
environments. Below are some of the many options available. Some can be
customized with storage modules to house supplies and some even include and
house their own stools when not in use.

Makerspace Tables
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Personal TablesPersonal tables are a great way to turn any seat
Into a workstation.  These units ae easy to maneuver
(some on casters) and one even doubles as a stool or a place to rest your bag.
Some of these are even available with height adjustability.
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With flexibility being the key in today’s library even
table heights often need to be changed. Worry

not. A number of today’s tables are available with this option. Whether it be
hand crank or push button, many tables can be set at the perfect work height.

Adjustable Height 
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Adjustable HeightAdjustable height tables need not be just square,
round or rectangular.  There are a number of 
shapes available; some even nest and fold and some can be grouped together 
to accommodate collaboration time or group study.

These tables are adjustable height AND fold and nest.
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If you want to offer your patrons a quiet haven for
individual study or to block the hustle and bustle of

the library around them, incorporate a few carrels into your floor plan. Carrels
offer plenty of table space to spread out. Integrate electrical outlets and USB for
charging their devices and your patrons will retreat to their own private setting.

Study Carrels
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Study CarrelsCarrels can be traditional, modern or anything in
between.  The side panels are available in several
heights allowing for various stages of privacy.  These panels, can be 3form, wood, 
acrylic or perforated metal.
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Study Carrels Carrels are available as single and double-face 
units and can be linked to form larger  

configurations.  Hexagonal and pinwheel versions are also available.  An optional 
reference shelf may also be specified for some styles.
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Study CarrelsQuad carrels allow for a single carrel to
accommodate multiple patrons. These carrels
can be classic and beautiful as well as fun and whimsical for the library’s young 
patrons. 

Carrels can also be used or house your 
OPAC computers.  These pieces 
occupy a smaller footprint and are just 
the right size for easy patron use.
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Game Tables All work and no play makes for a dull day.  
Incorporate a game table into your library for not 

only the young, but the young at heart.  

Discovery tables will have your young patrons 
returning to the library over and over again.  With 
reversible tops for Lego, Tinker Toy, train tracks and 
flat, smooth surfaces, these tables offer a variety of 
play possibilities.  Optional LED lightbox provides 
another unique play surface.  Large, locking 
storage drawers keep everything neat and 
accessible.    

Checkers anyone?
or maybe backgammon 
or chess?



Things J. P. Jay can help my library with:





J. P. JAY SPECIALIZES IN:
LIBRARY FURNITURE

WOOD & STEEL SHELVING
COMPACT SHELVING

SEATING
GROUP STUDY

COLLABORATION STATIONS
FLOOR LAYOUTS

SPACE PLANNING
BUDGET PRICING

SPECIFICATION WRITING
3D RENDERINGS
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